Introduction
Adult education in the "information age" evokes images of new found resources and delivery systems capable of bringing the adult learner into the mainstream of competencies needed to compete within the structure of late twentieth century culture.
An analysis of adult education movements in the early twentieth given to the Alabama literacy campaign and-the ef,for is ef Clay County, Alabama for illustrative, c'sq-study purposes.
Contemporary literacy programs in Tennessee will be utilized for comparative purposes.
Sou thtrn 1,1111stait
Concern for the functionally illiterate adult and the perceived needs of the out-of-school adult motivates educators to ameliorate the conditions which apparently blight contemporary life. The early twentieth century, however, exhibited substantial, if not staggering, adult illiteracy rates far more debillitating than the deficiences perceived in the out-of-school adult population in the late twentieth century. For persons ten years-of-age or older, the total southern illiteracy rate stood at 19.2 split between a 9.6% white illiteracy and a 32.1% black illiteracy rate. (Bureau of the Census, 1913) (Fosdick,1972,p.74 Tmg PEKE How much do yo love your native State?
How much do you wish to make it great?
How much do you feel the weight of shame That illiteracy should mar its fame?
How much--count it up--to the State do you owe For your own schooling some timer ago?
How much do you value your power to read?
How much of the "Golden Rule" is your creed?
{Alas! You are not a millionaire, eut pay what you can-its only fair (Feagin,1915,pp.22-23) .
In addition, the APWC supplied a marching song "Alabama Aids
Her 1918 -19,192228, and 1933 -34. Bullock County participated in 1919 -24, 192831, and 1933 -34. St. Clair County participated in 1916 -18, 1919 -20,1923 -25, and 1928 . Listen.
An extensive arithmetic section even began with a statement of aims not unlike that common to contemporary educational documents.
Aim: To teach four fundamental processes with whole numbers and fractions.
To enable him to see the application of these processes to the problems in his everyday life.
To enable him to formulate his own problems and solve For a limited few, both black and white,the ability to read a Bibiega newspaper, a road sign or to write one's name marked major triumphs from the condition of illiteracy. The fortunate few, however, proved to be the minority.
imolicatiops for .contemoorAry Odult fducation Constraints placed upon the southern literacy campaign appel,' to be somewhat "timeless" in nature. Contemporary adult education geared to the adult learner "by-passed" in the existing elementary and secondary system still operates within a context analogous to that of the southern literacy campaign.
Total illiteracy appears to be a relatively infrequent occurence, but "functional illiteracy" rose up to take its Tennessean, Vo.82, No.212, .
Thus, the progrism of adult literacy based upon one-to-one teaching would receive a much needed boost from several sources.
Analysis of the problems faced by the Volunteer Literacy We are in school to day and we sure do like school just fine. We are learning just fine it seems as it is 'helping so many of us to learn how to read and write until we wood be glad for it to continue 30 more days so we could keep learning so 1 guess this is all.
30
Yours.truly as ever. 
